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Pastor HJ Sean Moon
Message before Leaving to Korea
May 1, 2022
Good morning folks! We are shooting this video out of Cheon Il Guk Cheongpyeong, and shout out to
King Richard who will be giving the sermon today.
Just a brief update: the last four days we've been on the road trying to get these passports renewed.
The Queen has become an American citizen in the last year, so she had to get a completely new
passport. My passport had expired, so it had to be completely renewed with an urgent system, that is
that we had to have a legal document sent from Korea showing one of our elders who just got out of
the hospital and was requesting for us to come and begging that we would come and spend time with
her in the last phase of her life, especially as she's now in her 80s and very sickly. All those things had
to come into play and we had to get down to Arkansas – a 10-hour drive all the way to Hot Springs,
Arkansas - and get the passport done.
It was incredible because we felt the Holy Spirit working through the entire process. Father really
wants us to go in this time; there must be a tremendous harvest there waiting as this may become the
last chance for people to come back to Father's authority and come back to Christ.
At the passport office they didn't even ask for the letter, which they were apparently supposed to do.
Anyway it was expedited; it was done quickly and within a day I was able to get my passports
renewed and the Queen was able to get her new passport as well. That was something incredible. But
that was not the only hurdle; we had to also pass another hurdle which was that the PCR test had to
come out negative otherwise you have to wait another ten days and get delayed, delayed, delayed,
delayed again. There was an incredible runaround because you had to buy the tickets and have the
interview within five days of buying the ticket. So just logistically trying to coordinate all this was just
a terrible nightmare.
Shout out to Queen Helen for helping us do those things and get the tickets done etc, within the fiveday time period. Our whole team -eight people I believe it is- went to the PCR test as well; we had to
come back to Georgia for that, and for the PCR test we went in and did the test -you know nasal swap
and all that kind of crazy total baloney stuff but anyways we had to do it - and everybody came out
negative.
So we knew that this was again the work of the Holy Ghost, and this is another confirmation that
Father wants us to be there in Korea.
And not only that! We got back and I was planning to go this Thursday because the plane tickets had
been set for that day, but we had to do an emergency change and we'll be leaving early Sunday
morning on a flight.
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Why? Because we have seven days of quarantine as we hit the ground there in Korea. And my Gosh!
By the grace of God okay, by the grace of God, Father has opened up a pathway for us to be able to
attend the inauguration of the NEW president of South Korea! An unbelievable miracle- it's just too
much to explain. But we were told by the embassy that it was probably too short notice and that we
probably were not going to be able to get in.
The point is: there was a move of the Holy Spirit somehow; God opened up a way. So we are going to
Korea. We are going to be there in quarantine for seven days and immediately moving back to Seoul
and attending the presidential inauguration of the new conservative president.
Please pray for us folks! It's going to be a very important meeting; very important event. Hopefully
we'll be able to meet with him and share with him that Korea NEEDS to be like Switzerland; it has to
step up and allow for the Second Amendment to be at least a phase one, so the military men that come
back from service may bring their service weapons home and start a Second Amendment process
there.
Especially as World War III is exploding across Europe and NATO, and the Superpowers are now
facing off with one another and with China now escalating and saying that they will fight America if
they try to interfere with them building Chinese military bases on Solomon Islands. Now, the
aggression is starting to rise. Finland and Sweden are most likely going to be joining NATO. The
supplying of gas to Poland has been stopped; from the Russian side escalating this World War III to a
higher level.
We're of course going because the harlot of Babylon, Han Hak-ja’s cosmic fall, and the betrayal of True
Father at the highest level has cursed the world. We knew that the last ten years God had given us a
period of time and reprieve with about eight- nine years to prepare our community for a war in the
world, but it has escalated and now World War III is at the doorstep. It is a cosmic-level fall; there are
going to be cosmic-level consequences and there will be judgment. 100%!
We understood that, because we knew who Christ is, who Father is; his true identity as the Returning
Jesus. And of course from the study of Principle and Scripture we know that such a providential level
of betrayal always has a negative effect; great judgment does come when a fall at that level happens.
For ten years many people blew it off; they didn't believe that anything was going to happen. They
were laughing at us, mocking us, calling us “naked prince in the woods,” etc; just laughing and
pretending that everything in the modern world would continue, with shopping malls, movies -all
those kinds of things that we're used to. It would continue and we would have the same level of peace
and prosperity that we had under Father's PROTECTION of the world with the entire worldwide
foundation. Now that has been stolen, that has been hijacked, and of course used to fund leftist and
feminazi agendas, destroying Father's tradition, changing the Scripture, doing a total assault on our
theology and on the curriculum that Father gave to humanity. He told us it must never be changed,
but that's all been changed with Han Hak- ja declaring herself as God and the savior.
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All these kind of TERRIBLE, horrific, CATASTROPHIC heresies of course WILL lead to catastrophic
judgment. For the last ten years we've been enduring mockery and mockery but we've been diligent
and assiduous and vigilant, preparing ourselves, preparing our community; becoming better
protectors, becoming better and more capable citizens, but at the same time prepping and preparing
for the inevitable consequences that we knew would come.
All these kinds of things are now happening and this might be the final warning for South Korea; at
least for the people that have fallen away, have fallen and lost their lineage and united with Satan and
Han Hak-ja, the harlot of Babylon’s actions and culture and satanic way which of course has
condemned and cursed the world. This may be the final CHANCE for them to come back to Father's
authority, to REPENT of their sins and to TURN away from Satan and turn back to God.
And remember that Father has been VICTORIOUS, completely victorious. He's ESTABLISHED God's
kingship lineage on the earth. That kingship lineage is now expanding and anointing and coronating
more kings and tribes into the Kingdom of God and Cheon Il Guk culture, and the Rod of Iron
Kingdom IS expanding at a micro to macro level.
It is an incredible thing that is going on folks, and so please pray for us, as we now head to Korea and
of course prepare for God's Will to be done there. That is our wish that God's Will be done. Even if
there’s one person that's harvested away from Satan and their soul comes back to God and they can
find eternal life and their family level salvation once again, what an incredible thing that would do!
What a powerful testimony that would be! But not only that! We know that there are already so many,
so many that are prepared!
That have seen the evidence with their own eyes; seen the failures of the last ten years, the failed
prophecies of Han Hak-ja; all those failed things. Her trying to sue her own son and destroy me, and
not only steal my inheritance that Father gave me but also prevent me from using the Tong-il mark
which Father created and all those kinds of things. But of course we have won the lawsuits against
them. It's a mother attacking her son, a mother trying to destroy the son who received the ministerial
anointing, preventing the anointing from True Father and trying to use those resources that she stole
to attack and destroy me and prevent me from using the symbol!
But the courts have overturned that and they have ruled that we are FULLY in our rights to be able to
use the Tong-il mark which Father created. The Tong-il mark represents the light of Christ spreading
to the world, and of course strong families, strong men and women united in Christ; the Rod of Iron
Kingdom POWER that spreads over the world and allows good people to love God and love their
neighbor and PROTECT humanity with freedom and responsibility.
There are so many things going on in the world today and of course Richard we'll get into that.
Please pray for us as we go there; please pray for a safe return.
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Amongst all this kind of craziness we have to remember that it's not about anybody but it's about:
“Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven!”We want GOD's Will to be done and
God's Kingdom to come. It is coming very, very quickly as the world of Satan’s systems collapse and
fail as they are and as Satan is the greatest looser of the world from the beginning of time, GOD's
Kingdom and the roots of His Kingdom and the fruits of His Kingdom will start to materialize.
That begins from the micro to the macro as it always does throughout providential history. That is, for
the chosen people that we've been called to be, to walk with Christ, to walk with him through this
valley of the shadow of death, but THROUGH him and WITH him to see the ever joyful and ever
amazing kingdom that is coming, that affords humanity liberty AND responsibility to love God and
love their neighbor.
Folks, we'll be back in a couple of weeks.
Please pray for us. We love you all, and we'll see you next time.
God bless!

